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City facing backlog
of building permits

Gov. Jerry Brown

Dodging
public
record
releases
State lawmakers helped
by loopholes as others
declare no trespassing
By JONATHAN J. COOPER
AND DAVID A. LIEB
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SACRAMENTO — Californians are entitled to view a wide
variety of emails, memos and
other records created by their
state and local governments.
Ask to see who your state lawmaker is emailing, however, and
they’ll get a two-page canned response that says, in essence, “no
way.”
Access to public records is
considered paramount to maintaining trust in government
holding politicians accountable.
But California lawmakers wrote
themselves out of the 1968 Public Records Act that requires
other government officials to
release their records when the
public asks.
Lawmakers instead apply
their own, less transparent law.
The issue has come into focus
repeatedly since the Legislative
Open Records Act was signed in
1975, but little has changed.
Government
transparency
laws like those allowing public
access to records allow citizens
to keep an eye on their government, ensuring politicians are
keeping their promises, and
deter corruption, said Jessica
Levinson, a professor at Loyola
Law School who serves as president of the Los Angeles Ethics
Commission.
“When people know that
they’re going to have to tell the
public what they’re doing, or
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Deadly attack
in Turkey hints
at tactics shift
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Tim Berman cuts flooring material on a two-story home under construction Wednesday in a new subdivision off Kawana Terrace in Santa Rosa.
The city’s planning department will ask the City Council for more funding to address a backlog of unprocessed building permit applications.

Planning agency to seek $1.3M budget hike to deal with overload
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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s Santa Rosa grapples with a historic housing
crisis, city officials are trying to tackle the
problem from many angles.
They’re boosting outreach services to homeless
people, exploring ways to add incentives to spur the
construction of more affordable housing and considering a rent control ordinance.
But a largely behind-the-scenes effort to streamline
the city’s own development review process, which
builders have bemoaned for years as expensive and
painfully unpredictable, takes center stage this week.
Nine months after a consultant issued a blistering
report that labeled the planning department dysfunctional and suggested dozens of changes, the department will ask the City Council on Tuesday for a nearly $1.3 million budget bump aimed at improving the
city’s ability to deal with a logjam of new commercial
and housing projects.
“We understand the importance of time, cost and
certainty to getting these projects through the development review process, and we are doing our best
to address each of those,” said David Guhin, interim
director of Santa Rosa’s planning and economic
development department.

By CEYLAN YEGINSU
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ISTANBUL — A car filled
with explosives blew up in a
public square in the heart of
Ankara, the Turkish capital, on
Sunday evening, killing more
than 30 people in the latest of a
string of terrorist attacks that
have destabilized the country.
The attack, which raised
questions about the Turkish
government’s ability to protect
its citizens, occurred just days
after the U.S. Embassy warned
of a potential terrorist plot to attack government buildings and
residences in Ankara.
Turkey once sought to contain the chaos unfolding across
the Middle East, but is now increasingly being sucked into the
violence. Devastating bombings,
some linked to the extremists of
the Islamic State and others to
Kurdish militants who have been
carrying out a long insurgency
against the Turkish government,
TURN TO TURKEY » PAGE A2
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PERMIT REQUESTS
SURGE IN SANTA ROSA

By KEVIN McCALLUM
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Permit applications for planning,
engineering and building jumped
21 percent last year.
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Trump may aid violent rally supporter
Republican front-runner takes
step toward covering man’s
legal fees over protester attack
By NOAH BIERMAN
LOS ANGELES TIMES

JOHN MINCHILLO / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Republican presidential front-runner Donald Trump
speaks during a campaign stop Sunday at the
Savannah Center in West Chester, Ohio.
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Donald Trump took a step toward supporting violent action by a supporter
Sunday, saying that he had instructed
his attorneys to look into paying the legal bills for a man charged last week with
punching a protester who was being led
out of a rally.
The statement of potential financial
support, which Trump made on NBC’s
“Meet the Press” added a new and remarkable dimension to his presidential

DROUGHT-BUSTING STORMS: The days of steady
downpours have helped to bring rainfall totals
nearly back to normal on the North Coast / A3

campaign’s flirtation with violence and
again drew condemnation from a wide
spectrum of politicians.
Trump continued to blame the media
and Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders for riling up protesters. At a boisterous rally in
central Illinois, he threatened to send his
own protesters to disrupt Sanders’ rallies
in retaliation. Sanders denied directing
supporters to disrupt Trump rallies, and
no evidence has suggested otherwise.
At the same time, Trump justified his
prior statements that he would pay legal
fees for supporters who roughed up protesters, arguing that he was being threatened and needed protection.
“If you get hit in the face with a toma-
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